OPERATE / PLANT OPERATIONS

POWERING UP PLANT PRODUCTIVITY
Minopex delivers efficient and effective solutions for the operations and maintenance of mineral processing plants.
At the forefront of our tailored services, are innovative ways of reducing client’s operating and maintenance costs, while
enhancing productivity and, in turn, minimizing operational downtime.

Allow us to assist you with following services, tailored to suit your company’s needs:

LEADING THE WAY
IN OPERATIONS
AND MAINTENANCE
SERVICES

–

Asset Management

–

Plant Engineering and Maintenance Services

–

Process Operation

–

Purchasing, Inventory Management and Cost Control

–

Contract Management and Administration

–

Commissioning Services

–

Health and Safety Management

–

Skills Development and Training

–

Specialist Sub-Contractor Management

Our highly experienced team have the professionalism, flexibility and focus to manage
exceptional conditions and ensure that all production, financial and quality goals of the contract
are achieved.
SKILLED &
EXPERIENCED
PERSONNEL

Other contributing factors to our proficiency:
–

Our ability to recruit, train and deploy skills with speed

–

Our optimisation focus enables us to offer technical expertise to assist with your operational

–

We have access to a large pool of DRA technical skills and resources

challenges

Continued overleaf

OPERATE. MAINTAIN. ENGINEER. ADVISE. OPTIMISE.
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OPERATE / PLANT OPERATIONS

Comprehensive controls and integrated computerised systems are key components in providing
our clients with service excellence. These systems have been implemented to offer highly efficient
and effective techniques for the management and control of Mineral Processing Operations.
INTEGRATED
SYSTEMS

Key elements in our consolidated service offering:
–

Best practice management processes – ‘The Minopex Way’

–

Integrated systems architecture

–

MOMS our proprietary Management Information System

–

Ongoing investment in leading technology and digitisation

–

SHEQ and HR systems

–

Our clients have access to operational information, at the touch of a button, through
simplified dashboards

Minopex focusses on providing our clients with quality-related services at market-related prices.
This ethos, embodied throughout our organisation, is what differentiates us from our competition
and has become one of the company’s cornerstones of success.
LEVERAGING
OUR SCALE

Leading differentiators ensuring success:
–

Efficiencies in staffing levels and labour management

–

Procurement and supply chain savings through bulk-buying across commodities

For over two decades, Minopex has developed an impressive track record having operated
more than 46 sites, across the base metals, precious metals and bulk commodity sectors.
EXCEPTIONAL
TRACK RECORD

Collectively, Minopex plants treat on average 56 Million ROM Ore per annum.

GET IN TOUCH WITH MINOPEX
Your total operations solutions partner
+27 11 785 7000

EXCELLENCE IN MINERAL PROCESSING OPERATIONS

@minopex

minopex@minopex.com
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